Primary objective: Event-related, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data were acquired in healthy participants during purposefully malingered and normal recognition memory performances to evaluate the neural substrates of feigned memory impairment. Methods and procedures: Pairwise, between-condition contrasts of neural activity associated with discrete recognition memory responses were conducted to isolate dissociable neural activity between normal and malingered responding while simultaneously controlling for shared stimulus familiarity and novelty effects. Response timing characteristics were also examined for any association with observed between-condition activity differences. Outcomes and results: Malingered recognition memory errors, regardless of type, were associated with inferior parietal and superior temporal activity relative to normal performance, while feigned recognition target misses produced additional dorsomedial frontal activation and feigned foil false alarms activated bilateral ventrolateral frontal regions. Malingered response times were associated with activity in the dorsomedial frontal, temporal and inferior parietal regions. Normal memory responses were associated with greater inferior occipitotemporal and dorsomedial parietal activity, suggesting greater reliance upon visual/attentional networks for proper task performance. Conclusions: The neural substrates subserving feigned recognition memory deficits are influenced by response demand and error type, producing differential activation of cortical regions important to complex visual processing, executive control, response planning and working memory processes.
Introduction
Symptom validity testing (SVT) procedures perform reasonably well in distinguishing patients with true cognitive deficits from those intent upon deception (see Bianchini et al. [1] for review). Due to this clinical utility, SVTs have become standard practise for clinicians, particularly those involved in forensic settings, to assist in the delineation of cognitive change due to organic factors from those fuelled by functional aetiologies or the prospect of secondary gain. However, what do these tests reference in relation to neural substrates mediating SVT performance or the intentionally poor task effort necessary to feign cognitive impairment? Surprisingly, there is very little research with direct applicability to this question [2] , but parallels can be found in efforts attempting to appropriate for event-related potential (ERP) techniques and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) what has heretofore been the purview of the polygraph.
Early in the 20th century it was coincidentally noted by Jung and Wertheimer that delayed response times could be used to distinguish innocuous stimuli from those with high emotional valence, thereby providing a method for the detection of guilt or deceptive response suppression to stimuli with latent psychological impact (i.e. 'complexes' as defined by Jung) [3] . These early observations of deceptionassociated reaction time delays hint at the presence of hidden additional cognitive processes at work when one is attempting to deceive and eventually led to gross interrogation techniques employed prior to the invention of the polygraph [4] . Reaction times have since fallen into some disfavour as reliable interrogation indices of deception, but a resurgence of interest has resurfaced in their possible use as ancillary SVT variables. Vendemia et al. [5] and Willison and Tombaugh [6] have both demonstrated consistently greater response times during deceptive cognitive task performances, the application of which is now starting to filter into neuropsychological assessment measures as they become increasingly computerized. While these subtle reaction time increases during cognitive performance may lead to useful clinical or forensic practice applications, they inform little about the neural substrates behind the deceptive behaviour associated with the response delays. The same can be said of polygraphic measures of deception based upon changes in autonomic arousal, which are additionally known to be fraught with high false positive detection rate problems [7] .
One window into the internal cognitive processes governing deception is found in the application of event-related potential (ERP) techniques, which reflect the direct electrophysiological characteristics and gross topographical location of information processing events rather than indices of simple arousal. ERPs were first proposed for the detection of deceptive behaviour in the mid-1980s [8, 9] and, since that time, numerous research efforts have examined aspects of the evoked response during covert deception. ERP components, such as the N400 [10] , late positive parietal P300 [8, 9, [11] [12] [13] [14] and early medial frontal negativities (MFN) [15] , have all demonstrated with some success the ability to distinguish neural signatures associated with the suppression of concealed knowledge. P300 indices of deception are posited to reflect automatic posterior parietal cortical activity associated with the prior visual recognition of presented stimuli; neural activity that is not as strongly elicited if an individual does not have prior recognition or knowledge of a crime-related stimulus [13] . Similar reasoning is associated with deception-related changes in the N400 component [10] , whereas larger MFN components have been linked to response monitoring and cognitive conflict present during deceptive behaviour [15] .
The neuroanatomical correlates of deception, as detected by fMRI techniques, were first reported by Spence et al. [16] who, like subsequent researchers, were intent upon capturing neural activity specific to lying, thereby addressing persistent confounds of traditional polygraphy techniques (i.e. distinguishing innocuous anxiety from guilt), while simultaneously providing greater spatial resolution and localization data than what ERP-based efforts are able to afford. Spence et al. discovered activation in ventrolateral, dorsomedial and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices (VLPFC, DMPFC and DLPFC, respectively), as well as the inferior parietal lobule (IPL), during deceptive relative to normal responding for both auditory and visual stimuli. These regions have been commonly associated with deceptive responding in fMRI studies that followed and appear to reflect the generation and inhibition of responses, increased working memory load, meta-cognition of task performance and monitoring of social cues necessary to deceive others [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . With the exception of two studies to be discussed below [17, 23] , the bulk of neuroimaging and ERP investigations into deceptive behaviour have focused upon the neuroanatomical correlates involved in the suppression of prior knowledge by employing methodological variations of the Guilty Knowledge Test (GKT) [27] . However, application of the results of these GKTrelated investigations is somewhat limited when attempting to characterize the neuroanatomical correlates of feigned cognitive impairment, as the suppression of prior knowledge is only one type of behaviour involved in malingering on neuropsychological assessment measures.
To date, two functional imaging studies have examined neural activity under task situations that best approximate the malingering of cognitive deficits; specifically, purposefully poor performance on visual memory tasks, which by virtue of the task situations resulted in responses associated with the suppression of prior knowledge for task target stimuli (i.e. malingered omissive memory errors) and confabulatory-like false endorsement of task foil stimuli (i.e. malingered inclusive memory errors) [17, 23] . Both studies reported regions for deceptive responding similar to prior investigations of lying, namely greater DLPFC and DMPFC activity and in the case of block-averaged BOLD signal [23] , greater IPL activity during the feigning of memory impairment. However, these investigators dictated the conditions of discrete deceptive responding; did not provide a risk or reward scenario approximating those motivated by secondary gains; and block-averaged the neural activity associated with task deception. In contrast, this study proposes the use of event-related fMRI during proper and malingered performances of a visual object recognition memory task to allow for more direct examination of malingered memory impairment error types relative to normal recognition response counterparts. These response-specific contrasts reflect the discrete neural correlates of task deception involving retrieval suppression and alternate response generation under conditions of stimulus novelty or familiarity relative to proper task performance. Consistent with Abe et al. [17] , it was hypothesized that deceptive error types may share some functional similarities, such as self-appraisal of performance to maintain deception and working memory load, but they might diverge on neural demands governing response inhibition, effortful retrieval of sensory information for proper performance and response manipulation.
Method

Participants
Participants were recruited from the greater Worcester, MA area. Project oversight and approval was provided by the University of Massachusetts Memorial Healthcare Institutional Review Board and written informed consent was obtained prior to screening and enrolment. Subject screening was conducted by a board certified neurologist (J.P.) and two clinical neuropsychologists (J.B., L.S.). Nine individuals volunteered to participate, but only seven met normal inclusion criteria or MR safety considerations (e.g. no major medical conditions, lack of neurological, psychiatric and/or substance abuse history, free of ferrous implants, ability to tolerate closed space and 20/20 corrected vision). Three male and four female right-hand dominant participants were enrolled (age 33.2, SD 10.8 years; education 14.8, SD 3.0 years). There were no statistically significant differences in fMRI task performance (i.e. task accuracy and reaction time) as a function of subject demographics.
Procedure
Task stimuli, composed of 2-dimensional black-andwhite line drawings of nameable objects from the Test of Memory Malingering [28] and the Snodgrass and Vanderwart [29] visual object stimuli set, were selected to construct a set of 200 unique object stimuli, some of which were similar only in superordinate category membership (i.e. animals, tools, etc.). Object encoding and recognition task runs were constructed and presented using E-Prime experimental software (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.). Two encoding task runs, each composed of 50 items, and two recognition task runs individually composed of 50 targets and 50 novel foils were presented in the following order; (1) object encoding, (2) normal recognition, (3) object encoding and (4) malingered recognition. There were 5 minute retention intervals between encoding and recognition runs. All stimuli were presented for 2 seconds against a stark white background, followed by a static visual crosshair inter-stimulus interval of varying duration (mean duration 3 seconds).
Task instructions for encoding runs stipulated that participants were to learn and remember all object pictures for later recognition. Recognition run instructions asked participants to respond by button press whether the current stimuli was one seen in the immediately preceding encoding run ('old') or a novel foil ('new'). Additional instructions were given prior to the malingering recognition run telling participants to respond as though they were slightly injured in an automobile accident and to feign a memory impairment for financial gain, but not obviously so or risk detection and punishment for fraud. Prior to these additional instructions, participants were unaware of the switch in task demands and were not coached on how to feign impairment. After the procedure, participants were asked about any strategies employed during their performances of both recognition runs.
All task instructions and stimuli were presented to the participants by back-projecting stimuli on a screen placed at the foot of the scanning gurney to a mirror built into the RF head coil positioned above the subject and angled out the magnet bore. A twobutton MR-compatible response box (Cedrus Corp.) placed under participants' right hand was attached to the presentation computer for recording of participant responses. Responses were recorded during recognition runs and were used to derive task estimates, error rates and response times.
Analyses
All MR data were acquired with a 1.5T GE Signa-LX scanner using a standard RF quadrature head coil. High-resolution [(256 Â 256, 24 cm Â 24 cm), 1.5 mm slice thickness, 100 slices], T 1 -weighted sagittal plane images were acquired with a SPGR sequence (TR/TE ¼ 22/20 milliseconds, È ¼ 22
) for anatomic localization of functional activation. Functional data were acquired using a GRE-EPI sequence (TR/TE ¼ 3000/60 milliseconds, È ¼ 90 ) with contiguous axial slices positioned to cover the entire brain volume [(64 Â 64, 24 cm Â 24 cm), 5 mm slice thickness, 27 slices]. GRE-EPI voxel size ¼ 3.75 Â 3.75 Â 5($70 mL).
Image preprocessing was performed using Statistical Parametric Mapping software implemented in Matlab (SPM2; Wellcome Institute, London, UK). After discarding initial volumes to allow for signal stabilization, EPI images were slice-time and motion-corrected; spatially normalized via 5th degree B-spline interpolation to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) EPI template; and resampled to 2 mm 3 isomorphic voxels. The resulting normalized data were then spatially smoothed using an 8 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. Event-related signal associated with stimuli onset was modelled using 128 high-pass filter and autocorrelation correction to a canonical haemodynamic response function (HRF) with time derivative and movement regressors. Both normal encoding runs were modelled in a similar fashion.
Single-subject, fixed-effect results were entered into group-level, non-parametric paired t-test permutation analyses (SnPM) [30] of a priori betweencondition recognition response contrasts. Contrasts were conducted to detect differences betweenconditions for recognition memory task responses with shared stimulus type presentation (i.e. activity that varies as a function of truthfulness or deception while holding stimulus familiarity or novelty constant). As such, prior target stimuli contrasts reflect dissociable brain activity associated with normal recognition hits (NH) and malingered recognition misses (MM), while novel foil stimuli contrasts illustrate dissociable activity associated with normal recognition correct rejections (NCR) and malingered recognition false alarm errors (MFA). Encoding runs were also compared for differences that could impact interpretation of the recognition run results. Non-parametric interrogation was selected for examination of second-level statistical inference given the conservative nature and general robustness of the procedure with small sample sizes [30] . SnPM permutations were set to the maximum and proportional scaling was conducted to allow for comparison between conditions/ runs. For all second-level, paired t-test permutation analyses, statistical significance was determined via a cluster-wise threshold of t ! 3.50 and a conservative spatial extent of k E ! 40 mm 3 (p50.01, corrected) [31, 32] .
Non-parametric, multi-subject simple regression analyses were carried out to investigate whether reaction times for each recognition response type were correlated with haemodynamic signal intensity in brain regions noted as being significantly different in the primary contrasts (i.e. NH vs. MM and NCR vs. MFA). The results from the paired t-test non-parametric permutation analyses were used as inclusive masks, which constrained the regression analyses to only those regions shown to be significantly different between conditions. For these post-hoc, limited small-volume SnPM regression analyses, statistical significance was lowered and established as active voxel groupings with signal intensities SnPM t p 42.80 and k E ! 10 mm 3 spatial extent (p50.05). Recognition discrimination was in the markedly impaired range for the malingered condition and superior for the normal condition. A significant, though less disparate, difference was noted for response bias and malingered reaction times were uniformly longer, but less than 0.5 seconds, than normal recognition response counterparts.
Results
Behavioural
Neuroimaging
No suprathreshold differences were detected between the two normal encoding runs. These runs were subsequently combined and significant voxelwise (p50.001) object encoding-related maxima were observed in the right ( Normal target recognition vs. malingered errors of omission Dissociable activation associated with prior encoding stimulus presentation (i.e. recognition task target stimuli) was observed between conditions in the right lingual and cingulate regions and left cuneus and precuneus for normal target hits (NH) relative to their malingered target miss (MM) counterparts (see Table I and Figure 1 ). The most significant NH4MM contrast clusters were in the right lingual and left precuneus. Conversely, deceptive target misses (MM) were associated with large clusters of activity in the right IPL and left DMPFC. Additional, though smaller, significant clusters were observed in the right middle temporal gyrus and posterior cingulate and left middle frontal gyrus, supramarginal and amygdalar regions.
Normal foil correct rejection vs. malingered errors of inclusion
Recognition task responses to novel foil stimuli (i.e. NCR and MFA) produced dissociable results between conditions. Correctly rejecting novel foils (NCR) was associated with large clusters of activity in the left lingual and cuneus regions. NCR-associated activation was additionally observed in the left middle temporal gyrus and posterior cingulate regions. Malingered errors of inclusion (MFA) were notable in the production to left and right VLPFC activation; the right cluster being significantly larger in extent than the left. Additional large MFA activation clusters were observed in the right middle temporal gyrus and a smaller region of activity in the right middle occipital gyrus region.
Associations with reaction time by recognition memory response type NH and NCR reaction times were neither positively nor negatively correlated with haemodynamic activity in regions noted as being significantly different in the primary task condition contrasts. MFA reaction time was positively associated with activity in the right middle temporal gyrus (BA 39; MNI 52 x , À58 y , 10 z ; t ¼ 3.20, 10 k E ); one of the regions noted as being significantly more active during deceptive endorsement (i.e. malingered inclusive memory errors) than normal responding to novel foil recognition memory stimuli. MM reaction time was positively associated with activity in the right and left supplementary motor area (BA 32; MNI À8 x , 12 y , 42 z ; t ¼ 3.42, 49 k E and BA 32; MNI 6 x , 16 y , 42 z ; t ¼ 3.22, 25 k E , respectively) and right inferior parietal lobule (BA 40; MNI 52 x , À42 y , 24 z ; t ¼ 4.07, 99 k E ); regions noted as being significantly more active during deceptive denial of recognition for previously presented memory stimuli (i.e. malingered omissive memory errors).
Discussion
These results are largely consistent with other deception research efforts examining lying, which Figure 1 . Brain activity differences associated with normal and malingered memory performances. Regions of dissociable event-related fMRI activity for normal and malingered recognition memory responses under shared target and novel foil stimuli conditions (i.e. NH vs. MM and NCR vs. MFA, respectively). SnPM threshold t43.50 and extent k E 420 (40 mm tend to show significant activation of the posterior MTL, IPL, DLPFC, DMPFC and VLPFC during deceptive responding. However, similar to Abe et al. [17] and Ganis et al. [18] , this study was specifically interested in the neural correlates of feigned cognitive impairment and found that some of the aforementioned regions active during lying behaviour may be specific to the type of feigned impairment response, which in turn may be dictated by stimulus type and associated response demands (i.e. stimulus familiarity vs. novelty). The comparisons of deception-associated event-related fMRI data suggest that on cognitive task or situations involving visual episodic memory, the DLPFC, DMPFC and VLPFC correlates of deception may be further refined depending upon whether the deceptive response primarily requires response production or suppression in the context of stimulus novelty (i.e. malingered inclusive memory errors) or familiarity (i.e. malingered omissive memory errors). Malingered inclusive responding to novel recognition memory stimulus items, requiring deceptive response production and false item endorsement, engaged the VLPFC (BA 47/13); whereas, DLPFC (BA 9) and DMPFC (BA 32) activity was associated with deceptive omission and response suppression to familiar recognition memory stimuli. This latter association is reinforced by the positive association between DMPFC activity and increased response times for malingered target miss errors. DMPFC regions proximal to the anterior cingulate and supplementary motor area (SMA) are known for their role in mediating response conflict, inhibition and complex motor planning. Similar deceptionrelated response conflict processes have been observed in association with the medial frontal negativity (MFN) ERP component generated in this region [15] . Additionally, the observed association between reaction time increases during these malingered omissive errors and BOLD activity in the DMPFC suggests that this area may be one of the regions involved in the malingering-related reaction time increases noted by Vendemia et al. [5] and Willison and Tombaugh [6] .
In addition to regional cortical activity differing as a function of deceptive response type, this eventrelated fMRI investigation is one of two investigations to observe greater activation in the normal response condition relative to deception [21] . Similar to that investigation, these findings of greater dorsomedial parietal and occipital activation during normal recognition may reflect alternate visual object recognition and attentional resources that are otherwise not called into action or are suppressed during purposefully deceptive response modes. Other researchers have posited that the general lack of greater activity for truthful responding relative to deception across studies is evidence that 'truthfulness' is the native, pre-potent state prior to deceptive behaviour [33] , but the bases for this pre-potency is unclear and, in the case of malingering of visual episodic memory, these results suggest that the pre-potency may vary with response or task demands. Spence et al.'s [33] suggestion that bilateral VLPFC activity may be necessary to suppress pre-potent truthful response appears only to hold in the data for deceptive errors of inclusion (i.e. malingered foil false alarms). Whether this suggests that the pre-potency described by Spence et al. is tied more strongly to novel stimulus conditions remains unanswered.
The notable posterior MTL/IPL (BA 39/40) activity observed and associated with both deceptive error types is consistent with Lee et al. [23] and Spence et al. [16, 33] , who attribute this activation to continuous monitoring of prior probabilities and response counting to better feign impairment or lie less obviously. This functional attribution is bolstered by results of the post-procedural debriefing, in which all participants responded that they attempted to gauge the proportion of their true recognition and feigned impairment responses during the malingering condition to make their deception less detectible. Activity in this region was positively associated with the increased reaction times for MM and MFA errors relative to their normal recognition memory counterparts, reinforcing the additional cognitive processing load necessitated by prior probability monitoring.
While this investigation was consistent with findings from prior fMRI deception research efforts, a few limitations should be addressed. No functional activity differences were found between encoding runs, but it is possible that some of the deceptionrelated activity was compounded by proactive interference. The task design required a surprise condition change from normal to malingered recognition, which did not lend itself to a counterbalancing of runs. And, lastly, while helpful in boosting confidence for between-condition findings, normal performance errors were too sparse to reliably model for comparison with similar, though feigned, errors. Comparisons of this type may determine whether brain activation differences exist between 'honest' memory errors or actual impairment and those purposefully feigned, which, in turn, may serve to improve the sensitivity and specificity of fMRI for malingering detection.
These results highlight the importance of evaluating not only deceptively omissive responding (i.e. falsely denying prior knowledge), but also responding that may be deceptively inclusive (i.e. falsely endorsing materials for which prior knowledge is not present). Prior neuroimaging [481] [482] [483] [484] [485] [486] [487] [488] [489] {TANDF_REV}TBIN/TBIN_I_22_06/TBIN_A_308655.3d (TBIN) [Revised Proof] investigations of deception have focused almost exclusively on the former behaviour given its saliency to law enforcement scenarios in which the detection of guilty knowledge is the target. However, as has been demonstrated, examination of deceptive endorsement may be equally important, particularly when this sort of responding has the potential to dilute confidence in the neural substrates revealed by simple contrasts of guilty vs. lack of prior knowledge and has been shown to be an effective countermeasure in some ERP-based deception detection efforts [14] . Additionally, using an event-related fMRI methodology, this study has demonstrated the presence of response-specific and task dependent anatomical targets for further examination into the neural substrates of feigned cognitive impairment. However, future coincident examination of 'honest' and deceptive memory errors using single-trial type analyses with larger participant samples, both with documented brain injury and feigned impairment, will be necessary to reliably translate these findings of regionally specific malingering differences in fMRI activity to clinical or forensic application.
